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Visit key places in Europe, and learn about their cultures and traditions too in less then 30 minutes!

This book is heavy on knowledge but light on the budget. You can even use this book to teach

geography to children too. This is definitely one for your collection. Buy a copy now!
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This is a fun book to read through for anyone. If you ever wanted to give your child a first glimpse of

some of the sights that awaitthem when they one day travel far and wide - to Europe in this case,

then the stunning photos in this eBook of select few of the incrediblesites awaiting tourists in Europe

will surely trigger their curiosity.To me the strongest suit of this eBook is the photos. They are truly

amazing and the kind you would want to have as a large posteron your walls.The information next to

the photos adds a little more depth covering basic info about the culture, history and populations.We

have so many duties and responsibilities as parents and education is unquestionably one of the top

ones including on howlarge and varied and unique and beautiful this Big Blue Marble we call Earth

is and this book can be a quick primer about the beautyof nature-made and human-made

locales.When I came across this and other similar eBooks on places in the world we may want to



travel to and had the opportunity to review itfor free for my unbiased opinion, I gladly accepted the

offer and I was not disappointed. The eBook is free at the time of this reviewto anyone actually.It's

true that one can Google top-destinations in Europe and find many photos, but being all put together

for you in a nice eBook formataccompanied by description of the essence of each Country does

make sense as it helps your child focus on one subject and continenton Earth and in a short time

read through the whole eBook which is only a few dozen pages long.I think that adding a World Map

at the beginning of the book, with indicators of where the depicted places in the books are could

helpadd a Geographical dimension for the inquisitive young mind. Also, being an eBook it would

have been easy to add clickable links thatthe reader can follow to read or view in more depth each

of the places if they wish to.Regardless, the eBook is a visually beautiful starting point for a journey

of discovery of enchanting sites one must have on their travelplans to Europe.

I got this book so I could get my kids possibly interested in finding more out about each places in

Europe. There is a paragraph about each attraction and hopefully it will interest them enough to dig

a little deeper about some of the places. You can view a few pages of the book by clicking "View

Inside" above the picture on the main product page. It will show a few pages and this is exactly what

you get. Some countries only have one page with a paragraph, while others have an additional

picture on the next page. Even though this book doesn't go into great detail, it's a good little flip

book that hopefully will spark some interest in my kids and some conversations and research about

the places. The photos really are breathtaking!There are many of these books in the "Baby

Professor" series offered as ebooks for either free or 99 cents (at least when at the time I wrote this

review.) I think there is actually about 200 of them! Most of the books seem to have about 32 pages

although this one has 50. I'm can pull these books up on my iPad and read them with my kids (or

better yet have them read them) at certain "down times" (waiting for the other one to finish sports

practice, waiting in a doctors office, etc.) I also have a friend with a 3 year old daughter who I

entertain sometimes during these games and practices. I think she will really enjoy looking through

the books and all the pictures.I received this e-book for free in exchange for my honest review.

Love the format of this ebook. Very easy to read. Simply highlights the features of the continent

rather than a specific country like most similar topics. It really intrigues the reader with the stunning

photos throughout. I really like how it does not target places that everyone has heard of and visited

or added to their bucket list. It really provides an exceptional learning experience no matter what

age the reader is. I would definitely recommend reading this book even if you do not plan to travel to



these destinations so that you may become familiar with new places you may not have ever heard

of. I really enjoyed this book especially since it was not setup like a travel guide. Instead it was

simply a leisurely and relaxing nonfiction read. I received this product free for reviewing purposes,

however my opinions are all my own.

This book Ã¢Â€ÂœAround the Globe - Must See Places in Europe: European Travel Guide for Kids

(Children's Explore the World Books)Ã¢Â€Â•, is part of the series collection Baby Professor 

ChildrenÃ¢Â€Â™s Explore the World Books.An excellent publication addressed to small children

that can be used for teaching purposes as well as a source to share a good lecture with your kids.

As this is a EuropeÃ¢Â€Â™s related book, then it contains facts about the beautiful Europe, like

Europe is the worldÃ¢Â€Â™s second-smallest continent by surface area, covering about

10,180,000 square kilometers or 2% of the EarthÃ¢Â€Â™s surface and about 6.8% of its land area

or for a fact that there are 165 canals in Amsterdam.Again, a set of amazing full color pictures with

their general descriptions from Amsterdam, Austria, Czech Republic, England, France, Germany,

Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Russia, Scotland, Spain, Sweden and Ukraine.As this book has

astonishing photos you may want to share with your kids and/or students all the graphic details and

colors as there is much information contained in a photo that can be useful to develop further

comments on this topic.This book is also handy for anyone traveling with small kids to Europe as

the kids will enjoy much more all the sightseeing places one may be visit during the trip.
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